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This study focuses on the current state of error-handling technology and concludes with
recommendations for further research in error handling for component-based real-time
software. With real-time programs growing in size and complexity, the quality and cost of
developing and maintaining them are still deep concerns to embedded software industries.
Component-based software is a promising approach in reducing development cost while
increasing quality and reliability. As with any other real-time software, component-based
software needs exception detection and handling mechanisms to satisfy reliability requirements. The current lack of suitable error-handling techniques can make an application
composed of reusable software nondeterministic and difficult to understand in the presence of
errors.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Component-based software is becoming increasingly popular as a means of
rapidly creating real-time applications by assembling software building
blocks [Bihari and Gopinath 1992; Gertz et al. 1995; Schneider et al. 1995;
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Stewart et al. 1992b]. The focus of developing component-based software
has been on the structure of initialization and normal operation code, with
little thought given to exception handling. Research into exception handling, on the other hand, has targeted errors in non-real-time systems.
There has hardly been any research into exception handling for componentbased real-time software (CB-RTS).
This study on exception handling is a step in our research toward
creating a software framework for CB-RTS [Stewart et al. 1997]. The key
contributions of this study are the following:
—Identification of the primary limitations to using existing exceptionhandling techniques in CB-RTS. The limitations include lack of timebounded handler determination, no support for external handling, lack of
any form of criticality management, and no suitable exception specification for operating-system-based mechanisms.
—Identification of existing exception-handling techniques, relating to exception representation, handler binding, exception raising, information
passing, handler scope, and resource cleanup, that can be used in
CB-RTS.
—A comprehensive survey that compares and contrasts exception-handling
techniques used in programming languages and operating systems. The
survey details are suitable for any software designer and are not limited
to programmers of component-based real-time systems. We conclude that
an exception-handling mechanism suitable for CB-RTS is likely a hybrid
between a programming-language-based mechanism and an operatingsystem-based mechanism.
Brief background information regarding exception handling, componentbased software, and real-time systems is given next, followed by the details
of our study.

2. BACKGROUND
Authors of different exception-handling mechanisms have their own definitions of exceptions. Goodenough [1975a; 1975b] defines exception conditions
as those brought to the attention of the operation’s invoker, which becomes
part of normal exit or return. Gehani [1992] defines exception as an error or
an event that occurs unexpectedly or infrequently, which includes an error
or a signal. Cui [1989] defines exceptions as implementation insufficiencies,
which exclude software errors, unanticipated program conditions, domain
failures, and range failures. The most commonly accepted definition of
exception, that we use in this study, is the union of “error,” “exceptional
case,” “rare situation,” and “unusual event.” The entity that is raising an
exception stops and waits for the completion of the exception processing.
In real-time systems, errors are typically categorized as follows [Cox and
Gehani 1989; Stewart et al. 1997]:
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—Software errors are caused by design oversights or implementation
mistakes in the software. They are also called design errors and informally called “bugs.” Dividing by zero, attempting to access an array
element through an index that is too large or too small, incorrectly
implementing a mathematical equation, failure to identify a special case
that needs special processing, or incorrect loop exit conditions are examples of software errors.
—Hardware errors involve the failure of the underlying hardware. Examples are unintentional halting of a processor in a multiprocessor system,
a sensor sending incorrect data, and a memory parity error.
—State errors result from the difference between the system’s perception of
the external environment and the actual environment. State errors are
also called external status errors. For instance, a robotic manipulator is
carrying a pencil, but the pencil drops. A state error occurs because the
internal state says “robot has pencil” while in reality the robot is not
holding the pencil.
—Timing errors occur when operations do not satisfy the timing constraints
imposed in a real-time system. Missing a deadline and using more CPU time
than reserved in the worst case are examples of timing errors.
Exceptions are usually divided into two classes [Cristian 1982; Goodenough
1975a]: predefined and user-defined. Predefined exceptions are declared implicitly and are associated with conditions that are detected by the underlying
hardware or operating system; they are also called system-defined exceptions.
User-defined exceptions are defined and detected at the application level.
A signal is a notification of an event and may occur frequently; the
signaler does not usually wait for the completion of the signal handling.
Examples of signals include timer expiration and a request to kill a
process. In this survey signals are not considered exceptions.
Exception handling is the immediate response and consequent action
taken to handle the exceptions. An exception handler is the code attached to
(or associated with) an entity for one or several exceptions and is executed
when any of these exceptions occur within the entity. Depending on the
exception-handling mechanism, an entity can be a program, a procedure, a
statement, an expression, an object, or data. Note that fault tolerance
[Pradhan 1996] is not included within the definitions of exception handling
and has not been investigated by this study.
2.1 Exception Handling in C and UNIX
Perhaps the most common form of exception-handling method used by
software programmers is the “return-code” technique that was popularized
as part of C and UNIX, as shown in the following example:
if ((fd 5 open(filename, O_RDONLY)) 55 21) {
fprintf (stderr, “Error %d opening file %s\n”, errno, filename);
exit( );
}
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Most general-purpose operating systems and real-time operating systems
(RTOS) such as Solaris 2.x, VxWorks, VRTX, and QNX still use this
method, especially for errors within system calls.1 Although this technique
is the most popular, it has many major drawbacks:
—Error Prone: Checking return values by if-statements is easy for programmers to ignore. If the programmer forgets to check a function, errors
may enter the system unexpectedly and show up later. For instance, how
often does a program check the return value of printf( )? More importantly, if a layer of the software fails to check the condition, every trace of
the error may be lost. This problem causes hard-to-detect bugs.
—Poor Modular Decomposition: The main execution thread of the operation
is mixed with if-statements and error-handling code. As a result, neither
the main operation code nor the exception-handling code can be easily
understood and maintained. In some cases, it is not even possible to
distinguish which parts of the code are specifically for exception handling, and which are not.
—Poor Testability: It is difficult to analytically verify that every possible
error has a known handler, and it is hard to test every scenario in a
systematic manner.
—Inconsistency: The return value which denotes error is inconsistent. Some
functions return NULL to indicate errors while others use 21. In some
cases, the type of the return value of a function must be changed just to
accommodate the error code. For example, the function getc( ) is defined
to return a value of type int instead of char just to be able to return 21.
—Lack of Information: Any additional data crucial to handling exceptions
must be passed outside the return code method. Usually global variables
such as errno in UNIX/C must be used. This in turn complicates the
design of multithreaded systems and reduces the reusability of software
modules. For debugging purposes, no information where the error occurred in the code is passed to the caller.
Addressing the weaknesses of the return-code error-handling method has
fueled the research into exception-handling mechanisms. An overview of
these other mechanisms is given next.
3. OVERVIEW OF CURRENT EXCEPTION-HANDLING MECHANISMS
This study focuses only on mechanisms used at the system software level.
This includes techniques embedded into both programming languages and
operating systems. The study does not consider mechanisms defined at the
hardware level [Thekkath and Levy 1994], nor techniques used internally by
applications as a layer above the system software level [Strong and Miller
1995].
1

Information regarding VxWorks can be obtained at http://www.wrs.com/products/html/
vxwks52.html; regarding VRTX at http://www.microtec.com/products/vrtx.html; and regarding
QNX at http://www.qnx.com/product/qnxrtos.html.
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Comparison of Language-Based and Operating-System-Based Mechanisms

We classify exception-handling mechanisms into two categories: programming-language-based and operating-system-based, as shown in Table
I. A programming-language-based mechanism is the exception handling
defined by a programming language and implemented by the language’s
compiler. An operating-system-based mechanism uses library or system
calls provided by the operating system. Each mechanism has its own
merits. The advantage of one mechanism is often the disadvantage of the
other; thus design compromises are often necessary.
A program using a programming-language-based method can be ported to
all platforms that support this language. Since programming-languagebased mechanisms provide special syntax for exception handling, and many
people prefer special syntax rather than system calls, programming-language-based mechanisms are often considered to have better readability
than operating-system-based mechanisms.
Code that uses an operating-system-based mechanism may be less portable to a different platform; the part that is not portable is difficult to
rewrite in the absence of a similar exception-handling facility. And because
operating-system-based mechanisms are not integrated into the programming language, no static checking can be performed.
Programming-language-based methods typically cannot handle all exceptions uniformly [Lindsay 1977]. For example, if an error occurs in a system
call or by code written in a different language, the exception cannot be caught
directly by the language’s facility. Therefore, the error cannot be handled in
the same way as exceptions raised by the language’s own mechanism. The
programmer is forced to use the method provided by the operating system or
other language to detect and handle the exception. The handling action is
often to raise again the exception using the language’s own facility.
In contrast, operating-system-based mechanisms can handle exceptions
occurring in both the system and application levels and can provide
consistent exception-handling methods. These handling methods are independent from programming language implementations and thus can provide compatibility among programs written in different languages.
More details of the trade-offs between programming language and operating system mechanisms are considered in Section 5.
There are too many exception-handling mechanisms proposed or implemented to describe them all in depth. Instead, we choose to study in detail
a representative and influential set of exception-handling mechanisms that
demonstrate the many different approaches. They are listed in Table II. At
the base of this table is a list of other mechanisms that we considered, but
do not study in depth. These methods are either an implementation of an
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Selected Exception-Handling Mechanisms

equivalent mechanism in a different programming language or operating
system, or each aspect of the mechanism is already covered by one of the
other methods. For example, Portable C11 and Better C are implementations of C11’s exception handling as language extensions to C. Java’s
mechanism is almost the same as C11’s except that it adds the finally
construct which is used in Modula-3 and Windows NT. Therefore, the
error-handling techniques used in Java, Better C, and Portable C11 are
covered by our study of C11, Modula-3, and Windows NT.
In the remainder of this section, we provide an overview of the basic
elements of the selected mechanisms. More detailed descriptions of each
mechanism can be found in the corresponding references, listed at the end
of each paragraph. The approaches are compared and contrasted in Section
5, using the evaluation criteria that we first outline in Section 4. Sample
code for some of these mechanisms is given in the appendix. Our conclusions are summarized in Section 6.
3.1 Programming-Language-Based Mechanisms
Goodenough’s notation is the first structured exception-handling mechanism proposed. It either terminates or resumes the program’s execution
ACM Transactions on Programming Languages and Systems, Vol. 20, No. 2, March 1998.
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after an exception is handled. As a result, Goodenough’s notation declares
three kinds of exceptions: Escape, which can only terminate; Notify,
which can only resume; and Signal, which can either terminate or resume.
It also uses the same three keywords to raise the corresponding exceptions.
If an exception is raised from an operation, the mechanism first tries to
find a local handler, which is at the same context as the operation. If it
cannot find a local handler, the system searches the handlers provided by
its direct caller. A handler must exist for the raised exception; otherwise
the program aborts. In this notation, handlers are associated with statements. Also, users can define their own default handler for each exception
and can free resources using cleanup handlers. Exceptions must be
specified in the procedure header [Goodenough 1975a; 1975b].
CLU is based on a simple model of exception handling and can support
only termination. It uses the same algorithm as Goodenough’s notation to
search for an exception handler. Since the mechanism searches only one
level up besides the local context, it is called a single-level termination
model. If a user wants to raise an exception several levels up, he must raise
the same exception explicitly in the handler of each level. This exception
propagation method is thus called explicit propagation. A construct except
. . . end is used to attach handlers to a program statement. Exceptions are
raised by using the statements signal or exit. An exception can carry
parameters with it and must be declared in the heading of the procedure
which might raise it [Liskov and Snyder 1979].
Ada declares exceptions by the statement exception. An exception is
raised by using a raise statement. A begin . . . exception . . . end
construct is used to bind handlers to a code block. An exception not handled
is automatically raised into the upper levels along the calling chain until a
handler is found or until the program boundary is reached. Therefore, this
propagation method is called automatic propagation. Ada also supports
only termination. This exception-handling mechanism can be disabled by
users [Barnes 1995; Department of Defense 1983; Gauthier 1995; Tang
1992].
AML/X is a dynamically scoped programming language which allows
run-time determination of an identifier’s binding. By exploiting this feature
it uses assignment statements, initialization, or declarations instead of
specific primitives to bind a handler to an exception. Meanwhile, it can also
bind another exception identifier to the exception. By doing so recursively,
it can achieve hierarchical exception handling. The handler can be a
procedure, an expression, a boolean, or a label. Exceptions are raised by the
procedure raise_exception( ). These exceptions propagate along the identifier chain instead of the calling chain. AML/X supports termination and
resumption, but the handler is executed only when the operation will
resume [Nackman and Taylor 1984].
The Replacement Model associates handlers with expressions. The handler’s result replaces the expression’s result when an exception is invoked.
Its semantics of signaling an exception are very similar to that of calling a
procedure. The Replacement Model has single-level exception determinaACM Transactions on Programming Languages and Systems, Vol. 20, No. 2, March 1998.
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tion and explicit propagation, but supports both termination and resumption. It depends on the compiler to check for the exceptions that are not
handled; hence the exceptions must be declared in the procedure interfaces
[Yemini and Berry 1985].
Real-Time Euclid is a real-time programming language that can detect
timing errors. It uses kill and deactivate statements to terminate a
process or to deactivate a process in the cycle when an exception is
detected. It also uses an except statement to raise an exception that must
resume. A handler can be bound to the process or procedure to catch this
exception. Each handler shows its intent to catch certain exceptions by
specifying them in its header [Kligerman and Stoyenko 1986].
Knudsen’s mechanism uses the sequel concept, which is semantically
similar to the procedure concept to declare the exception and bind the
handler. A sequel is declared as Sequel S(. . .) Begin . . . End, where
S(. . .) is the name of an exception combined with its arguments; the code
within Begin . . . End is the handler associated with it. Knudsen’s mechanism supports only termination; the termination level is the block in which
the sequel is declared. A prefixed sequel is used to achieve hierarchical
exception handling. Exception propagation is realized by passing sequels as
procedure parameters [Knudsen 1987].
Dony’s object-oriented exception handling defines exceptions as subclasses of the special class ExceptionClass. In this mechanism, handlers
can be attached to exceptions, classes, or expressions. Raising exceptions is
done by sending exception messages to an exception object with the
statement signal. This mechanism supports automatic propagation and
provides a primitive when-exit to cleanup resources when the signaler
terminates (its stack is unwound). Dony’s mechanism supports termination, resumption, and retry [Dony 1988; 1990].
In C11, there is no specific declaration for an exception. Users can raise
an ordinary object as an exception by using the statement throw. A
try{. . .} catch{. . .} structure attaches handlers led by catch to a guarded
block of code led by try. If the handler for a raised exception cannot be
found locally, C11 unwinds the stack of the try block and propagates the
exception to its caller. This procedure continues until a handler is found or
until the default handler is called, which then aborts the program. After a
handler is found and executed the try block is terminated. Execution
continues at the first statement after the try block to which the executed
handler is attached. Exceptions can be specified in the function header
[Ellis and Carroll 1995; Koenig and Stroustrup 1990; Stroustrup 1991].
Modula-3 uses the statement exception to declare an exception and the
statement raise to raise an exception in conjunction with an argument.
The constructs try . . . except . . . end and try . . . finally . . . end are
used to bind handlers to a code block and to clean up resources. The code
led by finally is executed whether or not exceptions are raised. If the code
is for resource cleanup, then it is guaranteed to be executed no matter what
happens. Only termination is supported in Modula-3 [Cardelli et al. 1988].
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Cui’s data-oriented exception handling uses Ada’s exception handling to
declare and raise exceptions. However, it restricts exception handlers to
attach themselves to only packages (objects). Users can overload the
generic exception handler declared in the object definition with their own
handlers when the object is instantiated. As a result, exception propagation
is not needed. Termination is the only supported handling action in this
mechanism, but parameters can be passed with exceptions [Cui 1989].
In declaring and raising exceptions, Exceptional C is the same as
Modula-3, but the number of arguments of an exception has no limit.
Handlers are provided in the except{. . .} block attached to a code block.
Automatic propagation is used in Exceptional C, but the exceptions across
function boundaries must be specified in the function header. Otherwise,
the default exception ERROR is propagated. Exceptional C supports
termination, resumption, and retry [Gehani 1992].
3.2 Operating-System-Based Mechanisms
In Mach, exceptions are messages, and exception handlers are independent
tasks which receive these messages as their input. An exception handler is
bound to a task by registering an exception port to the task. This is
completed by kernel routines such as task_set_exception_port( ). Exceptions are raised by sending messages to this port. Exception RPCs raise,
wait, catch, and clear are used to raise exceptions, to suspend execution,
to receive raised exceptions, and to send handling results respectively. The
registered ports are scanned to determine exception handlers, and the
exception can be propagated from the thread level to the process level.
Failing tasks terminate or resume after exception handling [Black et al.
1988].
Chimera is an RTOS with two separate mechanisms for handling general
errors [Stewart et al. 1992a] and timing errors [Stewart and Khosla 1997].
In the mechanism for general errors, exceptions are defined and raised by
the function errInvoke( ). Handlers are ordinary functions and are bound
to exceptions by calling errHandler( ). The exception handler is determined by checking the handler chain. The default handler is supplied for
exceptions with no specific handler defined. In the mechanism for timing
errors, exceptions are detected by the RTOS. Users bind handlers to the
exceptions by using tfhInstall( ). The priority of the handlers can be
different from that of the failing task. Termination, resumption, and retry
are supported in Chimera.
Windows NT’s Win32 API provides programmers with compiler-independent exception-handling system calls. Consequently, Windows NT’s mechanism is not language specific, and each language defines how the underlying exception-handling mechanism is exposed. Microsoft C is the first
programming language to use the Windows NT mechanism. In Microsoft C,
programmers use the Win32 routine RaiseException( ) to raise exceptions with its parameters. The construct try{. . .} except{. . .} finally{. . .},
which is similar to that of Modula-3, is used to bind handlers and cleanup
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resources. The handler determination and propagation methods are the
same as C11’s. A filter routine GetExceptCode( ) is used to discover
which exception is raised. Windows NT supports termination and resumption and provides programmers with systemwide default handlers. An
important feature of Windows NT is that its exception handler can be
another thread or process. This feature, however, is not supported in
Microsoft C [Custer 1993; Niezgoda et al. 1993].
4. EVALUATION CRITERIA
We have established the criteria that we will use to evaluate whether or
not a particular exception-handling method can be used for CB-RTS. The
criteria have been developed based on our extensive work in developing the
Chimera Methodology, a component-based software engineering paradigm
for creating reusable real-time software [Stewart 1994; Stewart et al.
1997]. Although there exist other CB-RTS approaches, most have the same
exception-handling needs.
The evaluation criteria are classified into three categories: essential
requirements, desirable requirements, and performance goals. The requirements and goals are often directly or subtly interrelated, and are sometimes contradictory. Thus any solution is likely to be a compromise between
functionality and performance.
4.1 Essential Functional Requirements
An essential functional requirement must be satisfied in order to provide a
mechanism that is suitable for CB-RTS. If the requirement is not satisfied,
then some aspect of component-based design or real-time system design is
compromised. Following are the essential requirements and the effect of
not satisfying each one.
Reusability. Software components are reusable. An exception handler
that is bound to a software component must also be reusable. Alternately,
exceptions and exception handlers are defined independent of the component, thus reused independently.
If reusability is not satisfied, it compromises the ability to incorporate
exception handling into software components. It forces programmers to
write exception-handling code even if the main body of code is already
available.
Encapsulation. Software components have strict encapsulation requirements. All data and functions are local, unless explicitly exported. An
exception-handling mechanism must also differentiate between exceptions
that are detected and handled locally and those exceptions that are
detected internally but exported for other components to handle. Results of
exported exception handling must be importable [Dony 1988].
Encapsulation is an essential ingredient to any component-based software paradigm. If this requirement is not supported, component-based
software development is compromised.
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Predictability. A real-time system is still predictable even after an
exception occurs. The overhead of raising an exception and determining the
handler must be time-bounded and preferably O(1). The exception handling of a failing task should not cause higher-priority critical tasks to miss
their deadlines unless the higher-priority tasks are directly affected by the
failing task.
Although just ensuring the mechanism is time bounded does not make
the application predictable, not meeting this requirement makes it impossible for the application-level software to be predictable. To ensure timebounded exception handling, user-defined exception handlers must also be
time bounded. In this study, however, we only focus on the mechanisms
and not the user-defined policies.
Exception Handler Binding. It must be possible to add a new exception
handler or change the currently installed exception handler as the system
is running, without shutting down or rebooting the system.
Many critical real-time systems cannot be shut down and rebooted. The
exception handling, however, may be a function of the environment or the
current needs of an application. If this requirement is not satisfied, a
CB-RTS component might need to be rewritten for every application or
environmental circumstance, just because the exception-handling requirements differ. This violates the fundamental definition of component-based
software design.
Distributed Processing. An exception handler component can be another
thread or process. It can run on another processor if it is in a distributed
shared-memory or network environment. The software component raising
an exception is completely independent from the component that deals with
the exception.
Because each CB-RTS component runs as a separate process or thread
and is transparent to the processor on which it is running, a mechanism
that does not support distributed processing forces the programmer to
transfer exceptions to other processes manually. Consequently there is no
consistent structure for exception propagation, which affects the ability to
assemble a new application from existing software components.
Totality. A mechanism can detect all types of errors and raise their
corresponding exceptions [Lindsay 1977]. In addition to the conventional
hardware errors and software errors, the mechanism must be able to detect
state and timing errors and provide methods to handle them.
It is important to detect and handle state errors and timing errors in
real-time systems, in such a manner that the system does not fully fail. If a
mechanism does not support detection and handling of all types of errors,
there is the potential for critical failure should those errors occur.
Criticality Management. Priority or criticality of an exception handler
should be flexible and in general under control of the software. In most
real-time systems, processes are priority driven, using either static or
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dynamic priorities. Such priorities must be maintained, even by exception
handling, in order to prevent priority inversion or error explosion.
In many real-time systems, the handling of an error is not necessarily the
highest-priority event. For example, in a flight control system, it is more
important to execute the control algorithms that ensures continued flight of
the airplane, rather than handle an exception that is indicating that a
temperature sensor is providing faulty data. An exception-handling mechanism without some form of criticality management is likely to always
execute an exception handler at highest priority; such practice could prove
damaging or fatal in a real-time system.
Determining the priority of an exception is a subtle design decision to
avoid unnecessary priority inversion leading to timing errors. However,
this is a policy decision, not a mechanism decision. As a result, the
exception-handling mechanism should provide a method to control the
priority of an exception, but need not to determine the priority.
Consistency. A task can keep its state consistent when an exception
occurs. Allocated resources should be cleaned up when a task is terminated
because of an exception. Because real-time systems usually continue to
execute even in the presence of errors to prevent catastrophic failures, the
integrity of shared data and resources must always be maintained.
A mechanism that is not compatible with the synchronization methods
used to guard access to critical sections can lead to additional errors. Since
the system must do its best to recover from the original errors, it is not
acceptable for the exception-handling mechanism to ignore the integrity
issues of the shared resources.
4.2 Desirable Requirements
Desirable requirements include readability, ease of use, and compatibility.
They are helpful, but are not crucial to the correct operation of a mechanism. Although these requirements are subjective, there are still some
basic principles that should be observed by all mechanisms.
Readability. Some mechanisms have a higher capacity to improve a
program’s readability than others. Good readability reduces errors and the
cost of maintenance. However, determining readability is subjective. Often,
if a mechanism can provide the same functionality as another mechanism
with fewer lines of code, fewer nested operations, or can separate the
exception-handling code from the main execution code, it is considered to
have better readability.
Good readability is important to an exception-handling mechanism because it is one of the founding principles for structured exception handling.
If a mechanism does not improve the readability, people are reluctant to
use it.
Ease of Use. There must be as little extra work as possible for programmers using a mechanism. A mechanism that provides a set of standard
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templates or a CASE tool to speed the development is often considered
easier to use.
Ease of use is significant for the success of a mechanism. If a mechanism
is difficult to use, no one will use it even if it provides very good functionality.
Compatibility. A mechanism can catch and handle the exceptions raised
by external modules. It is desirable for operating-system-based mechanisms to coexist with mechanisms that are part of programming languages,
and vice versa, and for mechanisms to be compatible across the different
programming languages which may be used in a large application.
Mechanisms that are not compatible increase development and maintenance cost and reduce the reliability of exception handling.
4.3 Performance Goals
Performance goals include reliability, efficiency, development cost, and
response time. If two methods provide the same functionality, the one with
better performance is desired. There is always a trade-off between functionality and performance. If a design cannot meet its performance specifications while keeping all the required functionality, a designer may choose to
sacrifice the functional requirements to get better performance. From our
previous description of requirements in Section 4.1, the designer knows
what is going to be lost if an essential requirement is not met.
Reliability reflects the quality and robustness of a mechanism and the
program using the mechanism. It should be maximized. A mechanism itself
should not introduce new errors into programs. It should have some
facilities to help the programmer prevent or detect additional errors. It
should also encourage programmers to think more thoroughly about exception-handling strategies, or help them write good exception handlers. This
in turn increases the reliability of the program.
Efficiency, also known as overhead, reflects the resources needed to
execute the mechanism, such as CPU time, memory, disk space, and
communication channels. Overhead should be minimized.
Response time is the time that a mechanism needs from raising an
exception to invoking an associated handler, and it must be optimized.
Response of an exception-handling mechanism is important to real-time
systems, since exceptional situations usually require quick handling; otherwise the result may be dangerous or catastrophic. Mechanisms with quick
responses are desirable.
Development cost refers to the time and effort of the application programmer (hence labor costs) invested in designing and implementing a desired
policy given an exception handler mechanism. The mechanism requiring
lowest development cost while meeting the other requirements is desired.
Note that in real-time systems, performance goals are not necessarily the
same as in non-real-time systems. For example, the overhead during
initialization is not crucial. In most non-real-time environments, one of the
main goals of an exception-handling mechanism is to minimize the perforACM Transactions on Programming Languages and Systems, Vol. 20, No. 2, March 1998.
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mance overhead of defining exceptions and binding handlers under normal
system operation. The penalties of exception handling only occur when an
exception is in fact detected. The design goal is achieved at the cost of large
overhead in raising exceptions and selecting the appropriate handler for a
specific exception [Koenig and Stroustrup 1990; Liskov and Snyder 1979].
Real-time systems, in contrast, have many timing constraints, and the
amount of time to detect and handle an exception must be bounded. For
example, if brakes need to be applied to a moving locomotive to prevent an
accident, any delay in applying those brakes may result in the train not
stopping in time. In most real-time systems, it is acceptable to increase the
overhead of initializing a mechanism, in favor of reducing the overhead and
bounding the time to detect and handle an exception when it occurs
[Stankovic 1988].
5. APPROACH COMPARISON
Different implementation approaches of major components of the current
exception-handling mechanisms are compared in this section. Following are
the major components of an exception-handling mechanism that we study,
which are derived from basic requirements of applications that use exceptions:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)
(10)

Exception representation
Handler binding
Exception raising
Handler determination
Information passing
Handler scope
Resource cleanup
Exception interface
Criticality management
Reliability checks

We now compare the approaches to realize these elements one by one. A
summary of the comparison is listed in Table III.
5.1 Exception Representation
Exception representation defines what an exception is and how it is represented in an exception-handling mechanism. An exception can be defined
as either a special or an ordinary data type, a data structure, a procedure,
a message, or a primitive similar to a procedure. Current exception
representations organize exceptions into one of the three structures: singular, hierarchical, or object structure.
Many of the mechanisms shown in Table III use the singular structure.
The singular structure is shown in Figure 1(a). Each exception is unrelated
to the others, as there is no way to group exceptions together. In the
hierarchical structure, as shown in Figure 1(b), an exception can have
several subexceptions, but any exception can have at most one parent.
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AML/X, Knudsen’s mechanism, and Chimera have this exception structure.
Chimera’s mechanism, however, is limited to only two levels. As shown in
Figure 1(c), object structure relaxes the restriction on the number of
parents, as compared to the hierarchical structure. Therefore, an exception
can have both several children and several parents. C11 and Lore support
this exception organization.
Advantages of the object exception structure are that it directly maps the
native relation of exceptions so the handler for a parent exception can
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Diagrammatic view of exception representations.

naturally handle all its child exceptions. Consequently, less handler bindings are needed, and the program is shorter. This improves readability and
makes the mechanism easier to use. For instance, if a handler wants to
handle all the exceptions Exc, Exc1, . . . , Exc5, binding the handler to Exc
achieves this aim in the object structure. In the singular structure, the
handler must be attached to each exception.
Because hierarchical exception organization still has restrictions compared to object structure, the natural relationship between exceptions
cannot be completely realized, and the advantages mentioned above cannot
be fully exploited. Consider the following scenario: When Exc4 occurs, there
are no handlers attached to either Exc4 or Exc2, but there is a handler for
Exc1. We want this handler to deal with Exc4. In the hierarchical structure, we need to attach the handler to Exc4, but in the object structure, this
operation is unnecessary. Therefore, the readability and ease of use of the
hierarchical structure are not as good as those of the object structure.
Any exception organization is applicable to CB-RTS. A mechanism can
choose to use one of them based on the consideration of other desirable
requirements such as performance overhead and implementation cost. If
these desirable requirements can be satisfied, the object or hierarchical
structure is preferred because of its readability and ease-of-use advantages.
5.2 Handler Binding
Handler binding attaches handlers to certain exceptions to catch their
occurrences in the whole program or part of the program. It is also called
handler association. There are three ways to bind handlers with exceptions:
static, semi-dynamic, and dynamic binding.
In static binding, once a handler is attached to an exception, the same
handler is used for every occurrence of that exception in the whole program
or process. The handler is associated with the exception in different
contexts of the program. Knudsen’s mechanism uses this method. The
exception and its handler are defined together and associated statically.
Cui’s data-oriented exception handling is another example of static binding.
Although different instances of the same object can have different handlers,
the handler binding is permanent.
Semidynamic binding associates different handlers with the exception in
different contexts during a program’s execution. It uses binding constructs
such as try{. . .} catch{. . .} to attach handlers. In the context of the try
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block, this association is still static. Most programming-language-based
mechanisms support this kind of handler binding.
The dynamic binding method can attach different handlers to the exception in the same context. Which handler should be used cannot be determined at compile-time and must be checked during run-time. Dynamic
binding usually uses system calls or imperatives. The setup calls for
dynamic binding, however, introduce overhead to the main line execution of
a program [Lindsay 1977]. This overhead should be minimized or controlled, e.g., the overhead occurs in initialization instead of run-time.
Chimera, Mach, and AML/X are examples of the dynamic handler binding
method.
The semidynamic binding method can be used to achieve the functionality similar to that of the dynamic method. A semidynamically bound
handler can call different handler routines based on run-time conditions,
except that once a handler needs to be changed the program needs to be
recompiled. However, static binding cannot achieve this because the runtime condition may not be valid in some contexts.
Static binding does not satisfy the essential requirements of reusability
and exception handler binding because the handler code must be rewritten
in order to change a handler. Dynamic binding or semidynamic binding,
however, does satisfy these requirements because it naturally allows different handlers to be used based on run-time conditions.
5.3 Exception Raising
Exception raising is the notification of an exception’s occurrence. Exception
detection and raising for predefined exceptions and user-defined exceptions
are different. For predefined exceptions, detection and notification are
usually performed implicitly by the run-time system, by either hardware or
software. For user-defined exceptions, the user must explicitly test the
exception conditions and raise the exceptions.
For the implementation of exception raising, current mechanisms use
control flow transfer, message passing, or trap, which is a software interrupt, to raise an exception.
Most mechanisms notify the occurrence of exceptions by transferring the
control flow. For instance, Exceptional C uses setjmp/longjmp routines;
Chimera uses a function call errInvoke( ); and C11 uses the throw
statement.
Message passing is another way to raise exceptions. In Lore, raising an
exception is accomplished by first creating an instance of the exception
class and then sending a message to one of its methods (e.g., look_for_handlers). Mach realizes this by sending messages to exception ports registered
for the task.
Windows NT uses the trap method. When an exception turns up, a trap
occurs which captures an executing thread, switches it from the user mode
into the kernel mode, and transfers the control to a fixed location in the
operating system, which is called a trap handler. The trap handler notifies
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a kernel module, called the exception dispatcher, that an exception has
occurred.
While control flow transfer has the advantages of quick response and
high efficiency, message passing and the trap method enable distributed
processing, by allowing an exception to propagate beyond the boundaries of
the process. The advantage of the trap method is that it immediately
invokes the operating system’s process management code. Its disadvantage
is the performance penalty because the kernel must be called every time an
error occurs [Niezgoda et al. 1993]. Message passing is also suitable for
distributed processing. Its advantage is explicit operating-system-independent transfer of an exception. Its disadvantage is large communication
overhead, with possible unbounded time delay.
Based on our comparison, message passing or the trap method can be
applied to CB-RTS because they are essential to distributed processing. A
method which combines control flow transfer with message passing or trap
may also be applicable. The best design for exception raising is likely to be
a compromise between these methods.
5.4 Handler Determination
Handler determination is the process of receiving the notification, identifying the exception, and determining the associated handler. Methods used to
determine handlers and to propagate exceptions vary greatly. They can be
divided into the following categories:
—Stack unwinding
—Handler pool
—Combination of stack unwinding and handler pool
—Backtracking exception identifier bindings
—Scanning instances of objects
One of the main issues with handler determination is the time it takes to
find the proper handler once an exception is raised, which we call the
worst-case search time (WCST).
C11, Ada, RT Euclid, and Modula-3 use stack unwinding to search for
an associated handler. This technique linearly checks exception handlers
statically defined on the current program block (context). The handler
defined first is checked first. If none can be found to handle the raised
exception, the context stack is unwound, and the search begins within the
new context. The order of stack unwinding is in reverse order of the actual
calling chain, which is the sequence of nested operation calls.
Handler stack unwinding is a variant of the stack-unwinding technique.
This technique maintains another stack consisting of only the stack frames
guarded by the handlers. This stack is searched and unwound to find the
handler. Once the handler is found and the stack frame is determined, the
main stack is unwound directly to this frame, and the handler is executed.
Exceptional C uses this technique.
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Another variant is single-level stack unwinding. The stack unwinds only
once. If a handler is still not found in the new context a fatal error occurs,
and the program aborts. Compiler checking is used to assure that a handler
is supplied, either locally or in the caller. Goodenough’s notation and the
Replacement Model use this method.
The WCST of stack unwinding is proportional to the length of the calling
chain and the total number of handlers defined. Because the execution path
of a program cannot be predicted before running, the length of the calling
chain or the number of defined handlers are also unpredictable. As a result,
the WCST is unbounded. Conversely, the WCST of its variants are proportional only to the number of all handlers or local handlers defined and are
time unbounded.
A handler pool is a handler chain (i.e., a linked list) or a table of
handlers, each of which has been bound to a specific exception or group of
exceptions. Chimera uses a handler chain; Mach uses a port table. To find
an associated handler, the pool is searched linearly. WCST is proportional
to the total number of handlers defined. CLU, Lore, and Windows NT
combine stack unwinding with the handler pool technique: a separate
handler chain or table is stored within the stack frame. As with both stack
unwinding and pure handler pool methods, the WCST of this technique is
not time bounded.
AML/X backtracks exception identifier bindings to determine a matching
handler. Similar techniques are used in Knudsen’s mechanism. A sequel
can prefix another one to achieve hierarchical handling. The sequence of
the prefixed sequel should be backtracked to find the first handler to be
executed. The WCST of this method is proportional to the number of the
bindings. This number however is not bounded.
Cui’s mechanism scans all the instances of an object for handler determination, since users can supply different handlers for the same exception
raised in different instances. As a result, the WCST is proportional to the
number of instances. Consequently it is unbounded.
Although handler determination methods adopted by different exceptionhandling mechanisms look very different, none of them are sufficiently
predictable for a real-time system, since the amount of time to determine
the proper exception handler is not time bounded. In theory, if a mechanism uses the singular structure, static binding, and treats the exception
raised from different instances of a guarded object as the same, then its
handler determination time should be time bounded. However, no current
mechanisms use this design, and the design would not satisfy the essential
requirements, since static binding and singular structure are not suitable
for CB-RTS, as described in prior sections. Thus, no current approach
satisfies the essential requirements for CB-RTS, so further research into
handler determination is needed.
5.5 Information Passing
Information passing transfers information useful to the treatment of an
exception from its raising context to its handlers. The information should
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be passed together with the notification of the exception, and it may
include the name, description, location, severity of the exception, and other
useful data. Since the exception might be raised outside the current
environment, the saved information should be independent from the raising environment. Current exception-handling mechanisms either support
no information passing, limited information passing, or complete information passing. No user-defined information can be passed to the exception
handler using Real-Time Euclid or Goodenough’s notation.
Limited information passing only allows users to pass the predefined
information or a limited amount of information. Ada, Windows NT, AML/X,
Modula-3, Mach, and Chimera support this method. Ada provides the
package Ada.Exceptions to save the exception name and message and to
retrieve them for later analysis. Mach can only pass two fields in the
exception messages. Chimera, Windows NT, Modula-3, and AML/X can only
pass one argument. This argument cannot be a complex data type such as
data structure. However, it can be a pointer as the case in Chimera and
Windows NT. As a result, Chimera and Windows NT can still achieve
unrestricted information passing except for expressive power and ease of
use.
Other mechanisms have no restriction on the amount of information that
can be passed. C11 and Lore define exceptions as classes. A raised
exception is an instance of a class and can carry as much information as
needed. Information can also be passed as parameters to an exception in
the same way as passing function parameters. The cost of this method is
that more memory is needed to save the information.
Information passing is a necessity for distributed exception processing,
since the handler is not in the same context as the failing task and
therefore cannot access the data directly. Information passing can increase
the reliability of the program even in the case of nondistributed processing.
Without an information-passing scheme, global variables such as errno in
UNIX/C must be used to transmit the information. Using global variables
increases module coupling and prevents the creation of reusable software
components.
Methods that allow users to pass complete information without any
restrictions are ideal for CB-RTS, although limited information passing is
often sufficient and can better meet the performance goals. A mechanism
with no information passing is not suitable for CB-RTS, since many
components may be replicated, and at the very least some componentspecific state must be passed to the exception handler.
5.6 Handler Scope
Handler scope is the entity to which an exception handler is attached.
Depending on the exception-handling mechanisms, an entity can be a
program, a procedure, a block, a statement, an expression, an object, or
data. The handler scope can be divided into three categories: local, global,
and hybrid.
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The local handler scope has explicit evidence of handler affiliation with
an exception activation point. For example, C11 uses the catch block to
attach exception handlers to the try block. The handlers associated with the
try block can only handle exceptions raised within the block. The try block
is the scope of the handlers. Other examples of local scope include handlers
attached to expressions, statements, and procedures. Ada, CLU, Exceptional C, Goodenough, Modula-3, and the Replacement Model all use this
method.
The global handler scope does not have explicit evidence of handler
association. The handler scope is a program or a process. Examples are
handler association with an object, data, a process, or a program. If the
handler is associated with a program, we usually consider it associated
with the exception itself. Mach, AML/X, RT Euclid, Cui’s mechanism, and
Knudsen’s mechanism use the global handler scope.
The hybrid handler scope is the combination of local and global handler
scopes. In Lore, handlers can be attached to objects, the exception itself,
and expressions. Chimera’s mechanism can be used to achieve both local
and global scopes; thus it is considered hybrid.
The disadvantage of local handler scope is that the exception-handling
code is still cluttered within the main operation code, although they are
separate to some degree. Another drawback is that nested blocks are
usually added for the sole purpose of attaching an exception handler. As a
result, it reduces the readability.
The global handler scope thoroughly solves the problem of separating
exception-handling code from the main text; however, contrary to the local
handler scope, it is awkward to handle the situation where different
handlers are needed for the same exception at different activation points
within a local scope. To deal with this, the different handlers for the same
exception must have preferences or priorities in order to resolve the
association in a deterministic manner.
The global handler scope also prohibits hierarchical exception handling.
Hierarchical exception handling is desirable because it can achieve information hiding and encapsulation. In C11, an exception can first be
handled by a low-level handler. If it cannot resolve the exception, it can
rethrow the same exception, and a higher level handler can catch it. In
Mach, an invoked exception reveals low-level implementation detail to the
high-level handler.
Hybrid handler scope gives the user the most flexibility and combines the
advantages of both global and local handler scopes. CB-RTS needs to have
at least global scope to satisfy the distribution requirement, although a
hybrid method is preferred; it may also provide better modular decomposition and performance by separating local and global exceptions.
5.7 Resource Cleanup
Programs must clean up allocated resources when they terminate, to keep
the integrity, correctness, and consistency of the program. Meanwhile,
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resource cleanup is also required by atomic transactions, which are important in many real-time systems. For instance, if an exception happens after
one process enters a critical section, the process must leave the critical
section if the failed process is going to terminate. Otherwise all processes
that want to use the critical section will be blocked.
None of the existing exception-handling mechanisms have automatic
resource cleanup facilities. Instead, they provide a construct which is
executed whenever the guarded program unit exits, or they disable raising
exceptions temporarily before releasing resources.
Windows NT, Modula-3, Lore, and Goodenough’s notation use the construct method. Windows NT calls it termination handler. Lore implements
it by using a primitive when-exit, and Goodenough’s notation refers to it as
cleanup handler. Programmers can release resources in this construct, and
the system will execute it no matter why the unit exits, normally or
exceptionally.
C11’s solution, the “resource acquisition is initialization” technique
[Stroustrup 1991], is a variant of the construct method. The request of
resource allocation is made only in the constructor of an object, and the
allocated resources are released in the destructor. Since the destructor is
called independently of whether the function exits normally or exceptionally, the resources are freed at the end of the scope of the object.
Real-Time Euclid provides the construct initially to prohibit exception
raising from it. Although it is useful when a process is in a critical section
or an initial section, this method cannot be used extensively, since it
contradicts the original purpose of introducing exception handling.
Other mechanisms do not have resource cleanup support. The construct
method is difficult to apply to CB-RTS without the support of the compiler.
The disable method is applicable to CB-RTS, but it can result in priority
inversion, as further discussed in Section 5.9. Thus it should only be used
as a complementary way to preserve the consistency of the system. Investigation of alternate methods that can be incorporated into a RTOS and
suitable for CB-RTS is required.
5.8 Exception Interface
The exception interface is the part in a module interface that explicitly
specifies the exceptions that might be raised by the module. Exceptions
undeclared in the exception interface are prohibited from propagating
outside of the current module. Since exceptions introduce the possibility of
nonlocal flow of control, problems such as intermodule coupling [Cui 1989]
and exception safety [Custer 1993] arise. If exceptions are not listed in the
headings or specifications of the module from which they are raised, their
callers might not prepare for these exceptions and will create problems. An
explicit exception specification solves these above problems and increases
the reliability of creating an application from software components.
Another advantage of an explicit specification is that it enables static
reliability checks. An explicit exception specification reduces flexibility in
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favor of allowing more static checks, although a long list of potentially
raised exceptions may make the whole interface of a function difficult to
use. Note that reducing flexibility does not mean reducing functionality. It
often means only providing one way to achieve a certain functionality,
rather than 10 ways, or preventing a programmer from generating exceptions unless they are predefined, just as variables are predefined.
C11, CLU, Cui’s mechanism, Goodenough’s mechanism, the Replacement Model, Knudsen’s mechanism, and Exceptional C specify exception
interfaces in their function headings. An example of Exceptional C’s
function prototype is the following (see Listing 5 in the appendix for
details):
void move (float x, float y, float orient) raises (exception err_move)
The part led by the key word raises is the exception interface of the
function move( ). However, some mechanisms compromise the explicit
specification for the sake of flexibility, especially that of the predefined
exceptions that could arise anywhere. For example, in Goodenough’s mechanism, a predefined exception ENDED, which stands for normal termination, is implicitly included in the exception interface [Goodenough 1975a].
Other mechanisms do not have any form of exception interface. CB-RTS
requires the strict nature of an explicit exception interface, in order to
allow for software assembly of the components [Gertz et al. 1995]. Thus the
function header method may be applicable. Since a function header method
requires language support, this method is not suitable for operating systems. Further research is required if an operating-system-based exceptionhandling mechanism is used for CB-RTS.
5.9 Criticality Management
Criticality management is the ability to dynamically change the priority or
criticality of an exception handler, so that it can be changed based on the
importance of the raised exception or the importance of the process in
which the error occurred. If the exception is crucial to the system, its
handler may execute at the highest priority, even if it is raised from a low
criticality process. If it is a minor error, exception handling can be deferred.
Only the Chimera RTOS timing error detection and handling mechanism
explicitly has criticality management [Stewart and Khosla 1997]. During
exception handler binding, a priority is attached to the handler. When the
exception handler is invoked, the priority of the process executing can be
raised, lowered, or left the same. This allows critical exception handling to
be executed immediately, while minor errors are handled only when
higher-priority processes have completed their execution. Chimera’s global
error handling for nontiming errors, however, does not support criticality
management.
None of the existing exception-handling mechanisms support criticality
management for all types of errors. Criticality and processes are operating
system concepts. However, even current operating-system-based mechaACM Transactions on Programming Languages and Systems, Vol. 20, No. 2, March 1998.
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nisms do not support criticality management. Criticality management is an
important topic for future research.
5.10 Reliability Checks
Reliability checks test for possible errors introduced by an exceptionhandling mechanism itself. Static checks are performed by the compiler
while dynamic checks are performed by the run-time system.
Static reliability checks are useful in finding errors due to the misuse of
the mechanism, such as associating more than one handler to an exception
at one time. They also reduce run-time checking overhead so that the
mechanism runs faster. However, if static checks are used to discover the
exceptions with no handlers, they must impose some restrictions on the
mechanism [Goodenough 1975a] and are burdensome to programmers
[Koenig and Stroustrup 1990].
Goodenough’s mechanism and the Replacement Model use static checks
to ensure that no exceptions can be raised without a handler. All the other
mechanisms use dynamic checks to detect the exceptions that are not
handled. The program terminates when such an exception is discovered by
dynamic checks.
Three approaches are used to deal with the unhandled exceptions when
dynamic checks are adopted. C11, Lore, Windows NT, and Chimera use
the global default handler to process any unhandled exceptions. The
default handler prints out error messages and terminates the program.
CLU and Exceptional C change any unhandled exceptions into a predefined
exception such as Error or Failure and provide the default handler to
handle the exception. The other mechanisms that use dynamic checks
terminate the program directly when an unhandled exception occurs.
Both static checks and dynamic checks are desirable to maximize reliability. The use of reliability checks, however, must be balanced with the
additional complexity, and the effect that complexity has on the performance goals set out in Section 4.3.
6. CONCLUSION
Most current research into exception-handling technologies targets nonreal-time systems. There are some fundamental differences between the
objectives of real-time and non-real-time systems that make it inappropriate to simply use a mechanism designed for one environment in the other
environment. To summarize our findings, the following issues must be
addressed in order to create an exception-handling mechanism suitable for
CB-RTS.
(1) The differences in requirements of real-time systems and non-real-time
systems require a change in the design of exception handler definition
and binding. Most existing mechanisms are designed such that the bulk
of exception-handling overhead occurs only after an error is detected.
This design is a result of one of the main goals of existing mechanisms
to minimize the performance overhead of defining exceptions and
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binding handlers under normal system operation. In real-time systems,
it is acceptable to incur significant overhead during initialization, in
favor of guaranteed time-bounded detection and handling. None of the
mechanisms we studied, including RT Euclid and Chimera’s mechanism that were designed especially for real-time systems, sufficiently
address these real-time system issues.
(2) Propagation of exceptions across process boundaries must be incorporated into an exception-handling mechanism for CB-RTS and must be
transparent to the application designer. Software components in realtime systems are usually processes or threads. Interaction between
components must be done through some form of interprocess communication (IPC). If an error occurs in one component and must be handled
by another, then the error-handling mechanism must also use some
form of IPC. Language-based mechanisms tend to not have any concept
of processes, while operating system mechanisms leave IPC up to the
programmer.
(3) A mechanism that provides criticality management of hardware, software, and state errors in CB-RTS systems is needed. CB-RTS processes
are typically scheduled either by a fixed or dynamic priority [Stewart
1994]. High-priority processes can preempt lower-priority processes, in
order to ensure that critical processes meet their timing constraints
and that critical code gets executed all the time, even in the presence of
a transient overload. In the same token, exception handling of lowerpriority processes must not preempt higher-priority processes from
executing their normal operating code. Furthermore, if multiple exceptions are active at the same time, the highest-priority exceptions should
be executed first. Only operating-system-based mechanisms had concepts of priorities, and of those, only the Chimera RTOS mechanism
explicitly has criticality management for detecting and handling timing
errors [Stewart and Khosla 1997].
Some requirements of CB-RTS exception handling, such as criticality
management and exception raising to support distributed processing, have
only been provided by operating-system-based mechanisms. On the other
hand, needs such as explicit exception specification and static reliability
checks have only been provided by programming-language-based mechanisms. We feel that the necessary design for an exception handler mechanism suited for CB-RTS will require a cooperative solution between the
programming language and the operating system. Microsoft C plus Windows NT is currently the only such cooperative solution; however, that
specific mechanism does not meet several of the essential requirements for
CB-RTS.
The issues presented in this article differentiate the exception-handling
needs of CB-RTS as compared to other software paradigms and can serve
as a driving force for future research into exception-handling technology.
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